Mailbox and Post Supplemental Guideline

Twin Lakes of Brandon approved mailbox and posts are powder coated aluminum by Creative Mailbox & Sign Designs.

Homeowners are required to purchase their mailbox and post from Creative Mailbox & Sign Designs at 12801 Commodity Place, Tampa FL 33626 or (813) 818.7100. When ordering, note the property is located in Twin Lakes of Brandon and specify whether the order is for a single or double mailbox post.

The approved mailbox and post has the following specifications:

- Mailbox Style is “Estate Style Mailbox”
- 3”x6.5’ fluted aluminum post w/ B3 finial, SB63 base, DB12 bracket & ME-3 Cast
- Mailbox with gold cast flag. Raised aluminum numbers with painted metallic gold address numbers on both sides of bracket (same address if single box and different addresses if double box)
- All components of mailbox and post to be powder coated mineral black.

Phase-in of mailbox and post standard begins September 1, 2014 and is required for all homes no later than September 1, 2015.

No other mailboxes/posts are permitted after September 1, 2015.